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An SoC FPAA Based Programmable, Ladder-Filter
Based, Linear-Phase Analog Filter
Jennifer Hasler , Senior Member, IEEE, and Sahil Shah

Abstract— This work demonstrates a Continuous-Time (CT)
Ladder filter using transconductance amplifiers as an approximate delay stage implemented on a large-scale Field Programmable Analog Array (FPAA) and characterized on an SoC FPAA.
We experimentally demonstrate a reprogrammable CT Analog
linear-phase filter by utilizing the ladder filter delay element and
Vector-Matrix Multiplication (VMM) both compiled on the SoC
FPAA. Using the Ladder Filter as a programmable CT delay
operation enables a traditionally difficult analog signal operation.
This effort extensively models and characterizes the ladder filter
delay stage in terms of its transfer function, delay tunability,
power requirements, distortion, and SNR. The theoretical development is compared to experimental measurements on an SoC
FPAA with programmable ladder filter delay of 2.9µs and 4.2µs
for multiple input frequencies (e.g. 5kHz, 20kHz). In addition,
we show that VMMs can compensate the non-idealities found in
the ladder filter delay-line operation.
Index Terms— Floatiing-gate, field programmable analog array
(FPAA), ladder filters, linear-phase filters.

T

HE paper shows programmable and configurable
Continuous-Time
(CT)
Analog
(approximate)
linear-phase filter, utilizing Ladder Filter as an approximate
delay stage, on a large-scale Field Programmable Analog
Array (FPAA) fabric. A linear-phase filter using a delay
line and Vector-Matrix Multiplication (VMM) computation
is analogous to a digital Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
linear-phase filter approach (Fig. 1). Our objective is to
demonstrate, model, and experimentally characterize a
CT analog ladder filter approximate delay line on an
SoC FPAA [1], [2], and use this block to demonstrate
a programmable CT linear-phase filter. The analog
computation, using an ASIC or an FPAA devices (e.g.
[1]), is 1000× energy-efficient compared with digital
computation.
This paper focuses on generating near constant delays,
generating an orthogonal vector of signals from a single
signal, required for linear-phase filtering. The linear CT ladder
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Fig. 1.
Block diagram showing the key blocks for implementing a
Continuous-Time (CT) Analog (approximate) FIR filter in an SoC FPAA
IC: an approximate CT delay line using a Ladder filter (with slight amplitude attenuation), and a Vector-Matrix Multiplication (VMM) that can be
programmed to compensate for ladder filter amplitude attenuations.

filter delay block solves this challenging question, where
other approaches such as bandpass filter banks provide an
easier signal decomposition for a CT filter [3]. The difficulty of building efficient analog delay elements typically
directs analog computation to utilize almost any other signal
decomposition other than delays. Previous discussions have
demonstrated other time-domain signal decompositions (e.g.
wavelet, classifier [1], [2]). This work is a first demonstration
of a programmable and reconfigurable approximate analog
delay signal decomposition.
Ladder filters start from an Inductor–Capacitor (LC) based
prototype filter to build a particular filter design. Ladder filters
have been used for either a fixed single or a selectable corner
frequency with applications that include switched capacitor [4]
and CT channel [5] circuit approaches. This paper utilizes ladder filters as a properly terminated LC circuit to approximate
a delay line. One challenge is to characterize the amplitude
attenuation per tap (vector A in Fig. 1), and compensate the
attenuation by programming the VMM weights, (W). VMM
and TA FG Programming enables higher precision operation
for the delay-line and overall analog FIR operation.
Although delays are the most natural operation for any
digital system [6], wideband delays are the hardest computation for analog systems, to compete with any solution of
digital operations. Multiple attempts at delay lines have been
proposed towards building linear-phase CT filters, typical of
the digital FIR equivalent structure. Approaches for potential
delay-lines include a sequence of sample and hold elements
[9], a sequence of first-order low-pass or all-pass voltage
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mode [10], [11] or current mode stages [16], as well as
digitally encoding the input analog signal (e.g. Sigma Delta
modulation) before a digital delay line and analog VMM filter
[17], [18]. The ladder-filter delay-line approach allows for an
approximate CT delay line with a nearly constant delay as
expected by an ideal, finite stage Inductor-capacitor line, as
opposed to relying on a cascade of first-order filter stages. A
linear-phase filter could give an approximately constant delay
over most of its passband region; a short cascade of linear
phase filters can retain this linear phase property in particular
implementations (e.g. [12], [13], [15]). This ladder-filter delay
line enables nearly constant wideband delays for large number
of programmable taps more closely related to typical FIR
filters used in digital implementations. The Vector-Matrix
Multiplication (VMM) block for the computation has been a
stable programmable solution both in custom [7], as well as
configurable [8] (e.g. FPAA) hardware applications, utilizing
Floating-Gate (FG) circuits for programmability.
This paper shows a delay / Analog CT linear-phase filter
block compiled into, and measured from, an FPAA system,
enabling reusable IP block by other engineers for a range
of applications. FPAA implementation enables experimental
verification, exactly as custom IC experimental verification,
although with some different parasitic values. On-chip experimental demonstration in this work follows traditions of circuits
experimentally measured on an FPAA (e.g. [2]). This effort
starts by discussing the CT Delay Line framework for a
linear-phase filter (Sec. I), then by discussing the CT Ladder
filter implementation and data (Sec. II), then showing the
CT linear-phase filter built using this ladder filter structure
and VMM block (Sec. III), and finishing by summarizing the
results, potential metrics, and potential directions (Sec. IV).
I. CT D ELAY L INE F RAMEWORK
The linear phase filter is a combination of the delay and
the VMM computation (Fig. 2). The digital implementation
(analog in / analog out) requires an input ADC / sampler, delay
line, VMM (multiple Multiply ACcumulate (MAC) units), and
output DAC + filtering. The analog implementation uses a CT
delay line and VMM for a CT linear phase filter. The ideal
delay line output is a tap with its particular delay; for a uniform
delay (τ ) per stage for the k t h stage
Vk (t) = Vin (t−kτ ).

(1)

A digital approximation utilizes a digital delay line (after a
sampled ADC) through precise clocking structure (Fig. 2).
For an analog delay-line approximation (Fig. 2), the output
of the taps of the ladder filter structure is
Vk (t) = Ak Vin (t−kτ )

(2)

where A is the vector of attenuation weights resulting from the
ladder filter approximation at each delay tap; these attenuation
levels could be a function of frequency. The FG ladder-filter
line allows for different delays per stage.
The linear-phase filter requires combining the delay structure (ladder-filter) with a VMM stage. A FG crossbar structure
(e.g. FPAA routing fabric) has an output current (Fig. 2)
I = gWV,

(3)
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Fig. 2. The proposed FPAA analog delay line and linear-phase filter concept.
The ideal approach of a CT delay line can be approximated by a digital delay
line using a Digital Shift Register, or by an analog CT delay line implemented
through a Ladder-Filter circuit approximation. The sampled digital delay
line ideally delays the resulting word (from an ADC) by one clock cycle.
The CT analog delay line (not requiring sampling, ADC), built using two
Floating-Gate (FG) programmed Transconductance Amplifiers (TA) per delay
stage, and a VMM. The VMM, multiplying an input vector (x) by a stored
FG weight (W), compensates for amplitude attenuation.

where the FG circuit elements have a nominal conductance,
g, and a programmed weight values, wk,l associated with the
FG charge, to perform multiplication. These current outputs
are summed along the single output wire to form an output
current vector I. An on-chip transimpedence circuit with a
transformation resistance, R, is used to convert current to
voltage vector Vout given by
v out,l =

m
g 
Wk,l v k
R

(4)

k=1

This combined structure (CT delay line + VMM) gives
the (linear) frequency response,
m
g 
Vout,l ( f )
=
Wk,l Ak e− j 2kπ f τ ,
Hout,l ( f ) =
Vin ( f )
R

(5)

k=1

enabling linear-phase CT filters along the same strategies
utilized for digital linear-phase FIR filters [19]. The frequency
response will be continuous and look similar to the Z transform approach for frequencies (f) between 0 and 1/2πτ .
A potential CT delay block, described using a Ladder-Filter
Topology (Sec. II), enables comparisons between digital and
analog linear-phase filters The sampled digital delay line using
a multibit digital shift register ideally delays (by one clock)
the resulting word, typically originating from an ADC (Fig. 2).
Digital delay lines are fairly efficient implementations if data
is not moved through external memories [21]. The average
power required comes from the charging and discharging of
the total capacitance (C) in the Flip-Flop (FF) and sampling
clock circuitry, for each word line bit (e.g. 16-bit word) as
1
2
2 C Vdd f . where f is the sampling frequency. The analog and
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digital efficiency comparison primarily rests on the relative
sizes of their capacitances, as well as the energy required for
the minimum delay resolution. The relative analog delay line
capacitance eventually is limited by the desired SNR of the
delay line. The minimum digital delay is set by the sampling
rate that must be at least the Nyquist rate for the incoming
signal. The minimum analog delay is set by bias currents
and not directly constrained by Nyquist sampling as the CT
signal is not sampled, although might be attenuated by the circuit dynamics. One often expects similar power consumption
between these two techniques for moderate analog SNR (e.g.
10-12 bits); at very high SNR (e.g. 24-bit), the analog cost
would be substantially higher (e.g. [21]).
Comparisons between analog and digital VMM computations follows from classical discussions where analog computation tends to be a 1000× improvement over digital
approaches [7], [8], [20], [23]. A VMM computation operating
at the energy-efficiency wall [20], at 16-bit precision would be
40MMAC / mW, roughly 1000× the VMM computation in an
FPAA device [8]. A moderate digital linear filter of 64 taps,
would achieve 10-12 bits of output VMM SNR due to summation errors, corresponding to the typical 10-12 bit SNR
FPAA analog implementation [21]. The VMM summation
errors for digital implementations grow with larger number
of taps [21]. Increasing analog resolution to very high levels
(e.g. 16-bit) requires larger capacitances where the SNR signal
power scales linearly with increased capacitance, including
routing between delay stages to the multiplier blocks.
II. CT D ELAYS : FPAA L ADDER F ILTER
The ladder filter emulates the alternate integration of current (capacitor) and voltage (inductor) of an LC line (Fig. 3a)
d Ik
= Vk−1 − Vk+1 , k odd,
dt
d Vk
= Ik−1 − Ik+1 , k even
C
dt
resulting in the second-order space and time equation

where τ 2 = τ1 τ2 . A resistive termination final TA (Vm to the
negative TA terminal) sets the x=1 boundary condition:

L

(6)

d 2 Vk
= Vk−2 − 2Vk + Vk+2 , k even
dt 2
where τ 2 = LC. The boundary condition at the last
√ stage
(m) is represented by the resistive termination, R = L/C,
LC

d 2 Vm
d Im+1
d Vm
= Vm−2 − Vm − τ
,
= Vm−2 − Vm −L
2
dt
dt
dt
for forward propagating waves (no reflections).
The programmable Transconductance Amplifier (TA) Ladder Filter builds from LC delay line filter approximation. A
TA-C filter stage implements the 1st dynamics in (6): Ik for
odd k and Vk for even k (Fig. 3a):
d Vk
τ1,2
= Vk−1 − Vk+1 , τ1 k odd, τ2 k even
(7)
dt
where τ1 = C2 /G m1 (downward TA), and τ2 = C1 /G m2
(upward TA), and Gm1 , Gm2 are the corresponding transconductances. The second-order space and time equation is
τ2

τ2

d 2 Vk
= Vk−2 − 2Vk + Vk+2 ,
dt 2

Fig. 3. A programmable TA-Capacitor Ladder Filter is built from an LC-delay
line filter approximation implemented in an SoC FPAA IC. (a) Circuit
Diagram showing the transformation from an LC-prototype circuit. The arrows
illustrate the equivalence between these two blocks, as well as the TA used to
model the differential equation of the inductor block. The odd numbered TA
filters model the inductor current, and the even numbered TA filters model the
capacitor voltages. The TA elements have a programmable bias current to set
the individual transconductances, and therefore the resulting
line delays. The
√
line is terminated by an equivalent conductance equal to L/C. (b) Measured
outputs of a 10-tap ladder-filter delay line (5kHz (98mV-pp) sinusoidal input).
Measured FPAA device data shows a total delay of 42μs (75.6 degrees phase
shift) with a constant 4.2μs delay per tap. (c) Measurement of attenuation
along the delay line resulting from finite FG TA gain.

(8)

τ2

d 2 Vm
d Vm
,
= Vm−2 − Vm − τ
dt 2
dt

(9)

resulting in only forward propagating waves. A matrix formulation a single input frequency (ω) to calculate the frequency
response along this line:
⎤
⎛⎡
⎤
⎞⎡
2
−1
V1
⎥
⎜⎢−1 2
⎟ ⎢ V2 ⎥
−1
⎥
⎜⎢
⎥
⎟⎢
⎥
⎜⎢
⎟⎢ . ⎥
2
..
..
..
⎥ − (ωτ ) I ⎟ ⎢ .. ⎥
⎜⎢
.
.
.
⎥
⎜⎢
⎥
⎟⎢
⎝⎣
⎠ ⎣Vm−1 ⎦
−1 2
−1 ⎦
−1 1 + j ωτ
Vm
⎡ ⎤
1
⎢0⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
= ⎢ ... ⎥ (10)
⎢ ⎥
⎣0⎦
0
The circuit effectively approximates a second-order hyperbolic PDE seeing the approximation
Vk−2 − 2Vk + Vk+2 → x 2

∂2V
,
∂x2

(11)
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Fig. 4. Measured signal magnitude and phase shift for each tap along the same programmed ladder-filter line, first for a 5kHz sine-wave input, and then for
a 20kHz sine-wave input. Both cases show 2.9μs per stage for this 100mV peak-to-peak input signal.

where x is a distance between the two nodes, resulting in
the continuous approximation
2
∂2V
2∂ V
−
x
= 0.
(12)
∂t 2
∂x2
As the line input is the positive TA input, the circuit does
not resistively load the previous stage as well as significantly
reducing any input matching constraints other than handling
the TA’s input capacitance. One can assume a normalized
distance for x between 0 and 1, or one can use the physical distance between stages, or another consistent spatial definition;
without loss of generality for this analysis, we will assume a
normalized distance for x between 0 and 1, and x = 1/m.
This PDE can be written as



∂
∂
∂
∂
V =0
(13)
−v
+v
τ2
∂t
∂x
∂t
∂x

τ2

resulting in forward or backward wave propagation of velocity,
v, from the flow lines of each operator, where
v=

x
x
= √
.
τ
LC

(14)

One can normalize the time (and resulting frequency) response
by τ . The right boundary condition (at x=1) for matched
resistive termination results in wave propagating only in the
single forward direction, eliminating reflections at the right
boundary. The second operator in (13) describes the line
dynamics for matched resistive termination. The approximate
ideal LC line voltages from (9), (12), or (13) are
k
k−1
τ ) (odd). (15)
Vk (t) = Vin (t − τ ) (even), = V1 (t −
2
2
effectively showing a constant delay (τ ) between each stage
that corresponds with experimental data (Fig. 3b).
Figures 3 and 4 show measurements from a 10- and 12-tap
delay line compiled on an FPAA with equally programmed
transconductances and capacitive loads. We get nearly a constant delay of the input sinusoid for different input frequencies
and τ . The delay is roughly the same per stage, with the
phase shift nearly linearly changing as a function of the input
frequency. Capacitances and parallel routing lines has less
than 1% mismatch, and current sources are programmed better
than 1% accuracy even for subthreshold currents [24]. Further,

any further issues, for example indirect programming on TA
bias currents, can be eliminated through built-in self-test loops
[25]. Numerical modeling of the original circuit (8) further
demonstrates these delay functions (Fig. 5a).
The following subsections further discus the ladder filter
block, including showing finite TA gain setting line attenuation
(Sec. II-A), deriving a frequency response for the taps (Sec. IIB), showing output noise at each tap (Sec. II-C), an overview
of FG TA in an FPAA fabric (Sec. II-D), and showing the
nonlinear analysis of delay taps (Sec. II-E).

A. Finite TA Gain Set Line Attenuation
The output amplitude of the delay line attenuates for
increasing position (Figs. 3c, 4) due to the finite gain of TA
amplifiers. An additional term models finite TA gain (Fig. 6):
τ1,2

d Vk
+ aVk = Vk−1 − Vk+1 , τ1 k odd, τ2 k even,
dt

where a = 1/Av = 1/(G m Ro ), τ is fixed, Av is the maximum
TA gain, and Ro is the TA output resistance, resulting in
τ2

d 2 Vk
2aτ Vk + a 2 Vk = Vk−2 − 2Vk + Vk+2 ,
dt 2

(16)

with its spatially continuous version as



∂
∂
∂
∂
τ + a + x
V (x, t) = 0. (17)
τ + a −x
∂t
∂x
∂t
∂x
The resulting first operator, shows the forward wave (delay)
propagation with the expected velocity, as well as an
expected (small) decay in time represented by the a term. From
the forward propagating operator above, one would expect
a decay per stage of e−a , corresponding to the attenuation
seen in Figs. 3c and 4 as also seen in a modified numerical
model of (10) with Av = 20 in Fig. 5b. In practice, one would
want the TA open-loop gain 10× or higher to minimize any
decay in these structures. The VMM has programmable gain
to compensate for this attenuation at each tap. An adaptive
algorithm could be developed to compensate for these gain
levels as part of an FIR adaptive filter.
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Fig. 6. Small signal and noise analysis for the programmable TA elements.
The TA elements and their respective transconductances (Gm1 , Gm2 ) result
in an equivalent LC circuit with a resulting noise source per node. At low
frequencies, the noise source and Q is limited by the open-loop TA gains.

resulting in the frequency response at the kt h of m taps is
Fig. 5. Numerically computed results for the ladder filter delay circuit (8)
using (10) for a line with constant τ stages. The operating frequency is
normalized by the programmed ladder-filter τ . (a) 32-tap line numerical phase
computation for multiple frequencies with no finite gain TA effects. The
resulting delay (slope of phase curves) linearly increases with the number
of taps and is effectively independent of frequency. The nearly constant
delay continues beyond the normalized frequency, ωτ = 1. (b) Numerical
computation of the amplitude attenuation on a 12-tap line including a TA finite
gain of 20. The attenuation levels are similar to measurements (Figs. 3,4).

B. General Tap Frequency Response
This formulation describes the frequency response at each
tap starting from (17). For an input sinusoidal at ω0 ,
Vin = V (0, t) = e j ω0

t

we assume a form of the solution
V (x, t) = H (x, ω0 )e j ω0 (t −(x/v))−(a/x)x .

(18)

Solving (17) with a matched impedance, results only a a forward propagating wave (18), resulting in no reflections on the
line. Reflections show oscillatory patterns of gain/attenuation
down a ladder-filter line. Attenuating those oscillatory patterns
is achieved with improved line matching. Changing the TA
bias current near Vm would improve the resulting resistive
termination issue bringing the circuit elements closer to their
ideal, non-mismatched, values. No reflections means the backwards propagating wave, the second operator in (17), where
the feedforward wave operator governs this computation. In
this case ∂∂Hx = 0, where H(ω0 ,x) is constant with position.
As the system is driven by an input, the initial condition is
H (ω0, x = 0) = 1,

V (x, t) = e j ω0 t e−k(a+ j τ ) .

(19)

If the impedance was not matched, then a forward and
backward wave are modeled, where the ratio of two waves
would be governed by the calculated reflection resulting in a
frequency and spatially dependent effect on the resulting wave
transmission (e.g. passband region ripples). The slight shift in
the response (Fig. 4) is consistent with a 10-20% mismatch
from the ideal resistive termination. The mismatch in routing
capacitance modifies the ideal termination resistance.
The frequency response at each tap can eventually be
affected by the frequency dynamics of each TA. A TA could
have an internal pole due to internal capacitances. Modeling
each TA with τ1 = τ2 = τ , and a second higher-frequency
pole corresponding to τ results in the model equations
dlVk
d Vk
+ τ 2
= Vk−1 − Vk+1 ,
τ
(20)
dt
dt
resulting in the line partial differential equation


∂
∂
2 ∂
− x
τ + τ
∂t
∂t
∂x


∂
∂
∂
V (x, t) = 0. (21)
τ + τ 2 + x
∂t
∂t
∂x
The forward wave dynamics with a forward velocity (v =
x/τ ) models the matched-line dynamics. The 1st order
response at tap k of m-taps for a single frequency input (ω0 ):
e−k(a+ j τ ) j ω0 t
τe
.
(22)
1 + j ω0
Typically  is small, as the bias current for the conductances
would be similar, and the load capacitance typically would
Vk (t) =
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10× to 100× larger (> 100× larger for the FPAA devices).
A high-performance delay line would use a fully differential
TA with no internal poles (e.g. FG CM Feedback, e.g. [22]).
C. Delay Block Noise Analysis
Figure 6 shows a single-ended ladder filter, configured to
emulate an LC delay line, its linearized behavior, as well as
its noise performance. By modifying (7) we can model the TA
current noise ( Iˆ1 , Iˆ2 ) as
Iˆ1,2
d Vk
=
+ Vk−1 − Vk+1 , τ1 k odd, τ2 k even,
dt
G m1,2
(23)
2V
ˆ
ˆ
I
d
d
I
k
1
2
τ 2 2 = Vk−2 − 2Vk + Vk+2 +
+ τ1
, (24)
dt
G m1
dt G m2

τ1,2

where τ 2 = τ1 τ2 and channel current noise in a saturated
MOSFET is given as Iˆ2 =2 q I  f . The noise will be
wideband for the delay line at least until ωτ > 1, and therefore
the Iˆ1 term will effectively lead to kT/C type noise modified
by the number of noise transistors (ν) and TA linear range. The
Iˆ2 term is noise-shaped in this band, resulting in lower noise.
Treating Iˆ2 term as a kT/C noise source as well overestimates
the total noise. The noise input at a given stage would be

qνVL1 qνVL2
noise voltage =
+
.
(25)
C1
C2

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the SoC FPAA IC and a view of the TA elements
in a typical analog Computational Analog Block (CAB). The Ladder Filter
utilizes the CAB TAs (two FG and two non-FG input), where as the VMM
utilizes the CAB local routing fabric for these implementations.

The noise power at node k looks like an input injected at that
point due to the forward wave propagation. It would have a
noise component from the previous stages, resulting in k×
more noise power. Although the modeling focuses on thermal
noise, 1/f noise modeling follows similarly depending on the
relevant bandwidth. Typically subthreshold and near-threshold
circuits are biased such that 1/f noise is a smaller component
of the total system noise over the desired signal bandwidth.
If 1/f noise was significant where one can choose transistor
sizes, one would utilize larger W × L transistors, effectively
averaging over the noise sources, and decreasing the 1/f
corner frequency. The introduction of advanced transistor
technologies, such as high-electron mobility transistors, would
significantly improve the 1/f noise performance as well as
possibly improving the thermal noise performance.

Fig. 8. FG circuit design opportunities using TA / OTA design include
programmable FG current sources (FG charge programming), programmable
FG differential-pair input offsets (FG charge programming), and selectable
differential-pair linear range due to FG capacitive coupling ratios.

D. FPAA Ladder Filter Implementation

where V L , is the resulting linear range of the device
VL =2 UT /κ (approx 70mV) for a subthreshold Ibias . Linear
range can be extended using floating-gate input devices. Each
TA has a linear range, V L1 and V L2 , resulting in time constants

A SoC FPAA device (Fig. 7) [1], [2] provided the experimental platform to demonstrate the ladder-filter delay line
(e.g. Figs. 3, 4). These devices enable both analog and
digital computation [2], while retaining the x1000 improvement (as predicted by [23]) in computational energy-efficiency
compared to custom digital solutions (e.g. [8]). The VMM
implementation utilizes the CAB local routing fabric. This SoC
FPAA, implemented in a 350nm CMOS process, enables FG
programming [24], that achieves better than 1% subthreshold
programming accuracy over 6 orders of magnitude of current
over a roughly half million FG devices on the SoC FPAA
IC. The Computational Analog Blocks (CAB) includes two
FG and two non-FG input TAs [2]. The design of our TA

blocks is empowered using FG circuit approaches. FG circuit
design opportunities using TA design includes programmable
FG current sources (sub threshold through above threshold),
programmable FG differential-pair inputs (e.g. programmable
offset voltages), and selectable differential-pair linear range
due to FG capacitive coupling ratios without adding additional
noise (Fig. 8). For TAs operating below or near It h (< 200mV
overdrive), their differential output current (Iout ) is function of
the positive (V + ) and negative (V − ) input voltages,
 +

V − V−
Iout = Ibias tanh
,
(26)
VL

C1 V L
C2 V L
, τ2 =
.
Ibias1
Ibias2
= Ibias1 /VL1 , G m2 = Ibias2 /VL2

τ1 =
G m1

These approaches can achieve temperature insensitive operation, particularly if the gate of the current source is biased
using an FG bootstrap current source [26].
The circuit components involve transconductance amplifiers
and transistors (and similar components) with current sources
programmable over six orders of magnitude in current (and
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therefore time constant) [24]. The FG TAs were biased with
200nA current, and were selected for the largest linear range
of roughly 1V (open loop gain ≈ 20, resulting in Gm1 =
200nA/V (e.g. Fig. 3b). Each stage used a non-FG buffer
biased with 2μA. The 4.2μs delay (Fig. 3b) corresponds to
roughly a 1pF load capacitance, typical of an FPAA routing
to nearby CAB components. The total power required for a
12-tap ladder filter (Vdd = 2.5V) is 18μW, scaled down and
specialized architectures would dramatically decrease the load
capacitance and the resulting energy [27]. FG devices can
be used to set cascade voltages with no additional circuitry
required for biasing. For most applications, the output load is
primarily a capacitor with series resistances for switches.
E. Nonlinear Analysis and Distortion Effects of Ladder Line
The focus of this section is to extend the analysis of the TA
delay line to nonlinear behavior, (e.g. harmonic distortion) of
this ladder filter structure. The primary nonlinearity occurs at
the differential pair for the transconductance stage; the effect
of the output resistance can be made negligible. We assume
a single linear range V L and a single time constant (τ ) at a
given node. Using the scaling of voltages, x k = Vk /VL and
x in = Vin /VL , and the scaling of time, t = τ t1 , the resulting
definition results in the following set of differential equations


Vk−1 − Vk+1
d xk
d Vk
= tanh
,
τ
= tanh (x k−1 − x k+1 )
dt
VL
dt1
(27)
for a line of delay length m, where x 0 = x in . For sake of
clarity, we will focus the analysis first on the single-ended
case; the differential ended case will have lower distortion
when programmed to balance the resulting functions.
To analyze (27) for distortion measures, assume an input,
x in =  sin(ωt) =  sin(ω1 t1 )

(28)

with an input amplitude, , and angular frequency, ω =
ω1 /τ . The resulting solution (Appendix 1) for the first-order
sine-wave input into the delay line for a for even k line
ω1
harmonics at k = 8 3 sin3 ( )
2


1
3
cos(ω1 (t − (k + 1)/2)) + cos(3ω1 (t − (k + 1)/2)) ,
4
4
where the even k line are the tap outputs. From these components, we can calculate the resulting third-order components
(Fig. 9), both as a function of normalized frequency ω1 and
then as a function of amplitude . Choosing  depends on the
particular input signal. The parameter,  is proportional to the
amplitude and directly ties to typical distortion measurements,
such as single or two-tone tests. The distortion components
decrease as a cubic function of frequency; for many applications, the resulting bandwidth is typically less than a single
delay element. A more complex input requires setting  with
the maximum input size. Frequencies near τ have highest
resulting distortion with no filtering improvements.
The injected components propagate down the delay line,
and the signal power of these components add down the line.

Fig. 9. Calculated 3rd order harmonic distortion from ladder filter delay
line. (a) distortion versus input amplitude for ω1 = 1. (b) distortion versus
normalized frequency ω1 for input amplitude at the linear range (V L ), or  = 1
for V1 (dip after ω = 1) and V2 taps. The ladder filter circuit continues to
have nearly the same delay for frequencies above ωτ = 1.

The input nonlinearities happen before any filtering, so the
distortion is a static result. By superposition, each component
will propagate down the delay line with the expected delay; the
effects will be a modification on the primary frequency and a
similar effect as an additive third harmonic term. Distortion
accumulation will be manageable due to approximate gain
of 1 per stage. The distortion power, arising from uncorrelated
signals, to be N times the distortion of the first stage.
III. CT FPAA L INEAR -P HASE F ILTER
Building from a delay-line approximation using a TA based
ladder filter cascade, this section shows the measurements
from a CT linear-phase filter experimentally demonstrated on
the SoC FPAA. The analog delay line is an analog approximation of a linear-phase FIR filter. These filters are required
where attenuation in the particular medium is low, but the
traveling speed is finite and significant given the waveforms
being processed as is the case in acoustic and ultrasound
processing for echo cancelation and beamforming.
A. Linear Phase Demonstration
The approximate-delay signal temporal decomposition is
combined with a VMM implemented in the crossbar routing
fabric (Fig. 10). This particular VMM circuit only required
positive weights, requiring only one source-coupled FG routing cell per line. The resulting filter is a boxcar filter with a
sinusoidal modulation to include a zero to the low-pass filter
(Fig. 10). The measured chirp response shows the low-pass
frequency response (Fig. 10). This result was an initial demonstration of the filter’s functionality.
The delay-line computation is the most challenging component of linear-phase filter. The ladder filter approach enables
significantly higher frequencies to have a near constant delay
compared to other delay approximations, such as an 1st order
all-pass response (e.g. [10], [11], [16]). A 1st order all-pass
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TABLE II
A NALOG D ELAY L INE M ODELING

Fig. 10.
Experimental Demonstration of a linear-phase filter composed
of a ladder filter as a delay line approximation and a source-coupled FG
transistor VMM configuration. The output VMM current is transformed to a
voltage signal using an on-chip transimpedance amplifier built from two TA.
This VMM used positive weights that were proportional to their programmed
values. After applying a chirp signal to the Vin (100mV peak-to-peak), one
can extract the resulting amplitude verses input frequency for the filter.
TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF T HIS FPAA L ADDER -F ILTER D ELAY L INE A PPROXIMA TION W ITH O THER D ELAY-L INE A PPROXIMATIONS

response with perfect matching has a similar low-signal attenuation between stages like the ladder-filter approach, as opposed
to the smaller bandwidth and signal attenuation from a cascade
of LPF blocks (e.g. [33]). For the ladder filter, the resulting
power required for a particular delay is directly a function
of the load capacitances as well as the supply voltage and
signal linear range. Assuming capacitance effectively scales
quadratically with IC process, a Figure Of Merit (FOM) is
FOM =

Delay(= τ )Power
,
(IC Process Normalized to 1μm)2

where a design would prefer a smaller FOM. Included linearity
and related measures would modify the FOM, although we
will utilize this metric at this stage. Programmability, as in
the SoC FPAA, enables local parameters for tunability of a
single delay element or global delay line through a current
source bias. This SoC FPAA compiled implementation did
not envision ladder-filters in the IC design, compares well to
other techniques implemented custom Si that did not include
the programmable, ladder-filter functionality (Table I). An

unoptimized FPAA structure typically has larger capacitances
due to the routing infrastructure. If this SoC FPAA structure
was scaled to 40nm CMOS the smaller delays (e.g. 15-75ps)
described earlier could be reached [28].
FG rows easily generate several parallel outputs from this
single delay line. The VMM structure and source-node interfacing is similar to the VMM+WTA classifiers [29]. The
weight values were programmed with above threshold currents
(1-2μA). The VMM source voltages are biased 100mV below
power-supply resulting in a 40-80nA bias current. These techniques are directly extendable to negative weights using two
FG elements [8]. The output was measured using two TAs in
a transimpedance configuration (similar to used in [1]) where
an FG TA is used in the feedback path to convert the current
signal into a voltage. This FG TA used a 2μA bias current.
As the VMM computation corner frequency was > 50kHz,
the bias currents could have been decreased reducing the
power requirements. The transimpedance amplifier required
more power (≈ 4μA bias current) than our programmed
VMM computation (700nA bias current). The total VMM
computation required 16μW with another 10μW for the
transimpedance amplifier. Thisdelay line power, VMM power,
and transimpedance power are similar to other delay-line
approximations (e.g. [10]), except that the VMM computation
requires more power as the tunable parameters are DACs.
B. Analog FIR System Modeling
Having demonstrated these linear-phase analog filters, one
can model these effects and consider how these techniques
scale for different applications (Table II). These comparisons start by summarizing the modeling equations for the
ladder-filter delay line (Table II). The power consumption for
a single delay (Pd ) and M delay stages (M Pd ) are modeled:


C2 VL1 C1 VL2
+
Pd =
Vdd
τ
τ2

1
C2 VL1
C1 VL2
Vdd
M Pd = M
+
(29)
τ1
τ2
where Vdd is the power supply. For a symmetric line we get
Pd =

2C VL
2C VL M
Vdd , M Pd =
Vdd
τ
τ

(30)
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TABLE III

TABLE IV

S OURCE -I NPUT VMM M ODELING PARAMETERS

E NERGY E FFICIENCY C ALCULATIONS FOR S PATIO -T EMPORAL F ILTERS

Total noise and SNR at the kt h tap for a single stage is

C VL
qνkVL
, SNR =
.
(31)
noise voltage =
C
qνk
These equations model the noise-floor of the system; in
the 12-stage delay line shown previously, the total noise at
the last stage would be 2.4mV. Modeling the four-quadrant
source-coupled VMM block (adapted from a similar structure
in [8]) requires the programmed bias current (Is0) for an
individual FG element as well as the total capacitance (Cd )
from a single FG element node including the source-drain
junctions to well / substrate as well as routing capacitance. A
Cd of 20fF is typical for a moderate size 350nm FG device, or
typical of a large W/L (e.g. 40) 40nm FG device. The power,
computation, and bandwidth all vary proportionally to Iso
(Fig. III) as all these devices are operating with subthreshold
currents (25μA bias current for a larger W/L 40nm process).
Vdd = 2.5V as a common comparison between these devices,
although it would scale with IC process (e.g. 1V for 40nm).
These computational models allow comparisons of these
methods between analog and digital techniques. A 12-tap
4.2μs CT delay as demonstrated previously could be part of 8
parallel analog filters with a 12 × 8.400kHz bandwidth VMM
requiring 2.6nA bias current per element. The 14.3μW CT
delay line interfaces to the 1.25μW VMM through a pFET
transistor that also supplies the VMM current. The VMM module used earlier was programmed to much higher bias currents
(65nA) to not have any effects from the VMM module. The
output SNR of these filters would likely span 52 to 65dB
depending on the particular application. A similar digital filter
requires at least a 1-2μs sample rate, and would lose (by an
input filter) or alias (no filter) the higher frequencies. We are
not considering the additional cost of any input ADCs or DACs
or signal conditioning in these discussions. A 2μs sample rate
would require 6MMAC (/s) per filter output, requiring 2.5mW
for 16bit operations near the energy-efficiency wall [20]. For
8 filter outputs, the operation would require 20mW, slightly
1000× more than the analog equivalent operation. The digital
delay line energy is negligible if it is implemented near the
multiply units in front of a set of parallel multipliers; moving
digital data in and out of a memory bank can drastically
increase the resulting energy/power estimate. The resulting
digital computation would roughly have 12bit (66dB) SNR
at the output in the best case, only slightly higher than the

resulting analog system. For the analog system, the delay line
can be costly compared to other approaches like bandpass
wavelet filters, and yet, it can well matches a particular
application and make the overall approach more effective.
One could extend these modeling discussions towards
temporal analog-FIR type filters and their extension to
spatio-temporal analog-FIR type filters for low RF (e.g.
4GHz bandwidth) application, possibly still in a configurable
architecture (Table IV). For this architecture, one would
likely use a 40nm CMOS FPAA design with Vdd = 1V;
scaling of FPAAs has been addressed elsewhere [27]. Scaling programmable TA-based ladder-filters and VMM results
in potentially decreased capacitance size. FPAA capacitance
decreases quadratically with decreasing IC process linewidth,
resulting in a quadratic increase in energy-efficiency. FG
programmability enables roughly the same bias current range,
a current range that becomes mostly subthreshold for small
IC process linewidths (e.g. 40nm and smaller). In these cases,
the resulting improvement over digital computation remains at
a similar level using specialized digital architectures.
IV. S UMMARY AND I MPACT
This work describes a programmable and configurable
CT analog (approximate) linear-phase filter utilizing Ladder Filter as an approximate delay stage and a VMM on
a large-scale Field Programmable Analog Array (FPAA).
This effort demonstrates approximate analog delay signal
decomposition, now allowing these capabilities for analog
computation along with other analog signal decompositions.
This work describes a programmable and configurable CT
analog (approximate) linear-phase filter utilizing Ladder Filter approximate delay stage and a VMM on a large-scale
FPAA. Generally, analog linear-phase filters are custom ASICs
designed for a single application on an ASIC (e.g. [12], [13],
[15]), losing the wider applicability of programmable FIR
filters with linear phase response. This work is a first demonstration of a programmable and reconfigurable approximate
analog delay signal decomposition on an FPAA, adding these
capabilities for analog computation.
These approaches opens up a wider range of PDE computation enabling a wider range of possible computations
(e.g. [30], [31]) in a programmable Gm-C configurable
(e.g. FPAA) environment. CT Delay lines built from first-order
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amplifiers (e.g. [33]) and their linear phase extensions using
all-pass stages (e.g. [10], [11], [16], are approximations of a
first-order hyperbolic ODE with significant spatial diffusion
(e.g. heat equation). These techniques extend small ladder
filter Gm-C implementations (e.g. [4], [5]) for a systematic
signal delay lines. These ladder-filter topologies enable a
second-order time and space wave-guiding based delay lines
that bring near constant delay near and past the time-constants
of each stage and have significantly reduced diffusion and
frequency attenuation. The CT delay lines, as opposed to
bucket brigade and other sampled systems [32], allow the full
time and frequency information for the next computation.
The FPAA implementation, built using ladder filter structure
and VMM block, and experimental measurements showed the
CT delay line framework for a linear-phase filter, the CT
ladder filter implementation, and the CT linear-phase filter.
Programming the VMM weights (W) allows compensating
amplitude attenuation in the ladder-filter block. This amplitude
attenuation can be predicted through the ladder-filter modeling.
The theory and modeling can guide the Analog Built-in
Self Test (e.g. [25]) to automatically make these corrections
before deployment or in the field. Programmable linear-phase
analog filters open an area of analog computation that has a
challenging implementation history. These techniques scale for
different applications, and demonstrate a x1000 improvement
over digital computation even in FPAA devices (e.g. [1]).
A PPENDIX 1: A NALYTICAL M ODEL FOR D ISTORTION OF
TA L ADDER F ILTER D ELAY L INE
This appendix analyzes the circuit equations to model distortion for the ladder filter delay line. To analyze the coupled
ODE system in (27) for distortion measures, assume an input,
x in =  sin(ωt) =  sin(ω1 t1 )

(32)

with an input amplitude, , and angular frequency, ω = ω1 /τ .
Without loss of generality, t1 → t, through this derivation. We
expect the resulting steady-state output solutions as
x k = x k,0 (t)+ x k,1 (t) +  2 x k,2 (t) +  3 x k,3 (t) + O( 4 )

(33)

For this solution, we will need the Taylor expansion of
1
1
(34)
tanh(x) = x − x 3 + x 5 + O(x 7 ).
3
5
The solution for x k,0 (t), given we have a stable ODE with no
forcing input for this order, we get x k,0 (t) = 0 for all k. The
solution for the first order term requires linearizing tanh(x) x,
resulting in the first order system of equations
d x k,1
= x k−1,1 − x k+1,1 , x 0,1 = sin(ω1 t),
(35)
dt
the mathematical representation of the linear behavior of the
ladder-filter line. The output node is sinusoidal at a single
frequency because the input is sinusoidal at that frequency.
The resulting functional forms are computed iteratively by
solving each stage starting from V1 (t). Starting with an input
Vin (t) = sin(ω1 t)
V2 (t) = sin(ω1 (t − 1))
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Fig. 11. Plot of the magnitude for Vk for odd values of k. We find that the
magnitude for small ω1 < 1 is nearly 1, and decreases quickly afterwords.

( normalized in t), The ODE for V1 (t) is as
τ

d V1 (t)
= sin(ω1 t) − sin(ω1 (t − 1))
dt
= 2 cos(ω1 (t − 1/2)) sin((−ω1 /2)

The solution for the single sine-wave input results in
V1 (t) = −

sin(ω1 /2)
cos(ω1 (t − 1/2))
ω1 /2

where we obtain a τ/2 delay. For small delay ( ω1 /2  1 ),
the resulting amplitude is 1; for a large delay ( ω1 /2  1,
realizing |si n(ω1 /2)| < 1, the amplitude was less than ω11 .
For some ω1 , the amplitude for large delays goes directly to
zero. The integration stage keeps the resulting amplitude from
being too large. The solution to an input sine wave is
Vk,1 = sin (ω1 (t + k/2)) , k even
sin(ω1 /2)
cos(ω1 (t + (k + 1)/2)), k odd
Vk,1 = −
ω1 /2

(36)

as expected for the modeling of the voltage nodes and current
nodes, respectively, for an LC ladder filter. Figure 11 shows the
normalized frequency response magnitude for the odd stages;
the even stages is identical to the input structure.
The higher-order terms are driven from nonlinear computations of lower order terms. Substituting (33) into (34),
tanh(x k+1 − x k−1 )
= (x k+1,1 (t) − x k−1,1 (t))
+  2 (x k+1,2 (t) − x k−1,2 (t)) +  3 (x k+1,3 (t) − x k−1,3 (t))
3

(37)
(x k+1,1 (t) − x k−1,1 (t)) + O( 2 ) + O( 4 ).
For the second order terms, the equations are identical to (35)
with no driving term. As a result, x k,2 (t) = 0 for all k. The
third order terms satisfy the following ODE:

3
d x k,3
= x k−1,3 − x k+1,3 + x k+1,1 (t) − x k−1,1 (t) ,
dt


d x k,1 3
= x k−1,3 − x k+1,3 +
dt
x m+1,3 = x 0,3 = 0.
(38)
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The sine-wave input solution for the first-order driving terms:
d x k,1
= ω1 sin (ω1 (t − k/2)) , (even k)
dt

3
d xk , 1
= ω13 cos 3 (ω1 (t − k/2))
dt


1
3 3
cos(ω1 (t −k/2)) + cos(3ω1 (t −k/2))
= ω1
4
4
d x k,1
ω1
= −2 sin( ) cos(ω1 (t − (k + 1)/2), (odd k)
dt
2

3
d xk , 1
ω1
= −8 sin3 ( ) cos3 (ω1 (t − (k + 1)/2))
dt
2
3 ω1
= −8 sin ( )
2


3
1
cos(ω1 (t − (k + 1)/2))+ cos(3ω1 (t − (k + 1)/2)) (39)
4
4
Each stage injects first and third-order harmonic components
that are injected and propagate down the odd k line


1
3 3 3
cos(ω1 (t − k/2)) + cos(3ω1 (t − k/2)) ,
 ω1
4
4
ω1
and harmonics at even k = 8 3 sin3 ( )
2


3
1
cos(ω1 (t − (k + 1)/2)) + cos(3ω1 (t − (k + 1)/2)) ,
4
4
where the even k line are the tap outputs. The resulting
third-order components are calculated from these components.
The injected components propagate down the delay line, and
the signal power of these components would add down the
line. The distortion is a static function because the input
nonlinearities occur before filtering. The output filtering stage,
given that the total current is more than the signal, should be
small distortion for the maximum signal. Choosing  depends
on the particular input signal. Typical distortion tests, like
single or two-tone tests, the  is the amplitude. A more
complex input requires setting  with the maximum input size.
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